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Illusions
W, Hs the-tipie? ?
What does it matter?
Who sings the rhyme

after the chatter?

Who sings the songs?
Who writes the book?
Who remains strong

after they belong?

Is the face of happiness always true 
Or are you reallys sad and blue?

Do your feelings entertain
Or are they chained in cellophane?

Do your eyes cry in the dark 
Then do they laugh in the park?

Are you a puppet tied to strings 
Or do you believe in what you sing?

Is life a made-up illusion?
Come to your own conclusion.

— Debbie Court
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By Myself
I am sitting with no one in the room,
With music playing.
It is one thing to be alone,
Yet another to be by yourself.
The latter is me.

I am desolation and cold.
I am a starving kitten on a cruel city street:
And everyone passes me by.
I am starving for love and affection,
But have gotten only cursing and hate.
No, I am not bitter.
I accept the facts of what I am —
An ugly duckling in a world of swans.

Things would run smoother if I had a shell like steel,
Buy my shell is soft, so I am easily wounded.
I am struck with idle promises,
Smashed with vicious words,
And battered by backward glances.
Then society expects that I bounce back — smiling.

Mease don’t you turn out like them,
I thought you of all people would understand.
I hoped that you would take the time to look inside of me. 
But so far it hasn’t worked out.
And I am still by myself.

So while there’s still time, help me.
This is the last time I’ll plead,
ANd then it will be too late.
I may be lost forever.
So before it’s too late — I beg you.
I need you.

Mary Bowen



Irresolution
There can be only so much delay of growth 
Limiting, putting off

running from
That which must inevitably come.
Breaking the shackles of security 
Confronting the barriers of

what lies beyond.
It can be a dangerous thing

it’s leaping into a raging river 
with no knowledge of swimming

Once the rapids are past, though, 
the waters receed out into a placid flow. 
Stretching out across tomorrow 
And on and on to the next fall 
Another barrier... yet
More Growth ...

Kit Warfield
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Upon Viewing a Total Eclipse 
Of The Sun
Committed to memory
cosmic solar once in a lifetime span
a pause, a reminder a
Reflection of immortality.
Is our existence but a spot
On the horizon?
It passes, pauses, allows
a simple glance at Eternity
an instant... then it’s gone.
And we’re left to ponder its meaning.

Kit Warfield



Darkness’ Reality
to whoever finds this,

i was once a name called Lorraine, now it doesn't matter, 
names are no concern, for there are no longer tangible people in 
my life, i have purposely secluded myself in the darkness of a 
comfortable cave with a sealed opening, i have chosen this, i 
alone am responsible for my conditions, i live in illuminating 
darkness with my only company being a candle to write my 
thoughts by.

first of all, you are going to say i am crazy, i am no more 
crazy than the man who, for fifty or sixty years, gets on a subway 
to go to work at the factory and comes back home and calls that 
his life, or am i crazier than the man who has to kill the witnesses 
to the robbery that he just pulled to support his drug habit that he 
got into because of peer pressure, then proclaiming in court to 
be “insane at the time of the crime?” am i any crazier than the 
man who plays the game of “get to the top of the executive 
ladder” and who in the meantime forgets he has a loving family 
who recognizes that their daddy and husband is his own power 
and money slave?

secondly, you might say i was weak and lazy to give up and 
escape from society, but i answer that i have found something 
better, complete darkness and complete silence leave so much 
room for complete thought, i am in ultimate happiness, no one or 
no governing factor controls me. i am free — free in my thought- 
filled darkness — free with the colors of deep thoughts echoing in 
this blackness of my existence, in this darkness i have found truth, 
what truth? the ultimate of imagination — the power to create 
whatever, whenever, in my own mind, once immersed in this total 
darkness, the floating images in the blackness become the only 
reality, so i ask, “is life a made-up illusion?” read on and come to 
your own conclusion.

i recall the one hour in my dorm room at college, where i 
had the assignment to sit in one place and write down whatever 
was sensed of the surroundings, the influence of those few minutes 
made the impact on my life, because this is what was defined as 
reality....

a jet rumbling in its rage of technology on its way to a 
destiny, fading away and amplifying in cycles until it blended into 
harmony with the whistle of an on-coming train, like the jet, this 
moving machine makes its initial announcement that it has 
arrived, with its steel wheels grinding and rolling in routine 
roundness upon the endless rails, the melody of steel upon steel 
echoes on and on getting softer and softer as it, too, fades away 
from my hearing ... into the realm of more miles into its mission 
. . . someone’s stereo is singing beyond its door, into the hallway 
and through the barrier of my door. . . the hall telephone rings



... a heaviness of footsteps . . . stereo continues with a new song 
and the beating of the drums prevails as someone’s door opens 
and shut as light footsteps wander down the hall; as the tippity- 
tappity of shoes above my room dance to an unknown melody; 
as the light footsteps return to their door and open it and shut it 
as the phone rings once, twice, “hello?” ... then a knock upon 
someone’s door — “phone for you” as more doors open and 
close in an untimely rhythm as the stereo continues with its heavy 
beating drums and screeching steel guitar as more doors open 
and close — where are they all going? Momentary Quiet, except 
— except for the whisper of my heater and the buzz of my 
florescent light and the gaining loudness of footsteps coming 
down the hall, knocking on my door, saying “is your roommate 
here?” — no — (obviously, unless she’s under the bed or in the 
closet) “do you know where she is?” — no — “oh, well, tell her to 
come see me when she gets back.” — o.k. — “bye.” — bye — . . . 
stereo has stopped but only because it’s between songs . . . then, 
again, the intermixing of a piano giving accompaniment to a 
voice that strums the guitar as i listen to the shutting of doors, 
mumbling of voices as the drums beat on to the passing “hellos” 
in the hallway... as the ticking of the clock and the dripping of 
the faucet and the beating of my heart and the slamming of the 
doors and the footsteps down the hall end permanently as the 
song on the stereo ends . . . and i walk out of the door, down the 
hall and out of the outside door and leave behind my life of so- 
called reality.

as i escaped from what is perceived by most to be normal 
reality and walked down the concrete streets, i encountered more 
hindrances and faults to this accepted reality, i saw too many 
lonely eyes that wanted to speak, and too many hands held out 
that needed to touch, only to see them drop with a sad sigh, 
perhaps for them too, i thought, reality, this accepted reality, is no 
longer real and valid.

it has been a long while since not seeing or feeling or 
hearing or touching a fellow human, but in my utopia, time is 
absent and the only idea of time comes from remembering my 
past — of hearing ticking clocks and awakening to the shock of 
an alarm clock in order to get myself up and prepare for the day 
in which to make my appointments and meet my deadlines, not 
forgetting to wind my watch or it could be fatal, and eat at 
regular hours whether it was time to or not and go to bed when 
the clock said, time in darkness is endlessly absent, i do not know 
whether i have been writing this for an hour or a day or more, but 
it makes no difference does it?

there are two powerful forces at work here — one being 
silence and the other, darkness, simply put, the silence is 
deafening, this may seem conflicting, but in this ultimate state, the 
ability of not being able to see or hear, amplifies and concretizes 
the thoughts and images in my head, you may think that in



darkness nothign exists, but the opposite is true — everything can 
and does exist, in this overwhelming of silence and darkness 
emerges the power of imagination — imagination to create and 
out of these creations comes my world of reality, i can imagine 
and construct my friends and companions and if we decide to 
converse, we do. there are no boundaries, we often play games, 
with the game board transfixed between the black void of our 
minds and our minds move the pieces to where we wish them to 
go. i don’t know what the world is called with whom i 
communicate, but they are fascinating, they need no name 
because names don’t matter — names only define and i cannot, 
nor do i want to, define a creation, i wish i could better 
communicate to you my wonderful relationship with darkness* 
silent imaginings, but words do not attempt to cover this 
experience, all i can express is the world and the words that 
describe my past existence in your “reality” as:

living in a world torn apart 
absence of feeling in my heart, 
everyone is no where 
with an everywhere stare, 
voices say nothing 
in a nothing world.

the candle is burning low as the flaming wick melts down the 
wax. soon this illuminating heart will be extinguished and join me 
in darkness, the flame has provided me with the light to write 
these words and thoughts, but now it flickers . . . and . . . dies . . .

— an anonymity 
without a name, 
names define, and 
i am not a definition.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This manuscript, among many other writings were 
found a short time ago in a cave in the 
mountains, whose once-sealed opening had 
been supposedly jarred astray by Helena’s 
reputation of earthquake tremors and shifting 
ground. The cave was furnished with a blanket, a 
few candles and matches, paper and pens, piles 
of handwritten papers, empty cans of food, and a 
small pipe apparently utilized to let in fresh air. In 
the hand of the remains of the corpse was the 
account you just read.

Debbie Court



For Julia:
If I were to send you a gift 
it would be this nest, finely sculpted 
of mud and lined with woven grass; 
your hands would know how to hold it. 
And if you were here you would love 
the smell of the hay and the durable 
smell of dandelions. You would see 
the bright chinks between the timbers 
for what they are: the world 
raging with a green fire; 
paradise on the other side of this wall.

Leslie Angell

Waiting
While the gaping mouth of darkness and silence await 

sounds to swallow,
I sit in piercing awareness, amid confused and 

rebounding thoughts,
Daring to focus on some fleeting beam of consciousness 

that guides me into deeper strata of self,
Where I may become at one with myself.
Like the leaf which settles on a stream and holds fast 

to its transporter,
I allow myself to be buoyed about and carried through 
The stream of conscious focusing to wherever it leads me. 
I wait for eddies and rivulets so that thoughts will 
open up into new perceptions as the stream widens.
I am afraid because there may be barriers,

as I have know them before,
When thoughts are blocked.

Now the leaft is stopped by a fallen branch before it 
reaches the river’s expanse.

What will become of that small, fallen leaf, 
hindered and protected by the tree branch.

It waits,
Attracts others like itself and become together a 

nest for creatures.
Soon eddies and surges of water will change that leaf, 

its course and its destiny
Until then,

It waits.





Libraries
Humming of electrical lights,
The squeak of a chair, 
a cough

a sneeze
a whisper

The turning of pages,
Footsteps leaving the room, 
a sniff

a giggle
a tapping

Drawers being shut,
Typewriter clicking away,
Libraries ... silence?

Carla Long

Haiku
Souls touch so gently
Like snowflakes brushing the cheek
Turning to warm tears.

Kathy Quist



According to the
Administrators and 
Managers of Souls.
Timothy O’Toole:
A nice Catholic boy, as a rule.
Wondered far, on finishing school,
Learning much; no ones fool.
Returned home and cried
When his father died.
Worked every day and never lied.
Supported his mother,
Deprived himself of wife and child.
Benefactions to the Bishop’s Boys Home were never mild 
For over thirty years.

Then one night
After drinking water with brandy to dilute
He died atop a prostitute
And his soul shot down that firey chute
To spend eternity listening to Satan’s flute.

Mike Martin



A Religious War:
Kill A Child For Christ
Oh, if you ever go across the sea

Shoot and kill an English
to Ireland 

man

Oh, should you miss
if you can. 

and
Kill a group of children;
Do not worry.
Baby Jesus,
Will surely

understand.

Mike Martin



A Good But Unanswerable 
One (?)

Tell me heart — 
what was that, 
that just
move ye and me?

The shove of love, 
or merely 
a gust of lust?

Mike Martin



The Charismatic Carpenter
Jesus was a carpenter 

with charisma.

He liked people and 
people liked

Him.
And because he thought
About people a lot
He would hit his thumb and say,
“Daddamnit”!!!

He asked Joseph,
Hiss

t
e

p father, about his idea...........?

And Joseph said,
"JESUS H. CHRIST!!!,
The contractors association
Will have you crucified
If you create this
‘Labor Union’
Concept”

Mike Martin



Untitled
The bleeding sunsetlightsyour eyes. 
The evening sounds caress your ears. 
My voice is but a harsh surprise 
Recalling your unspoken fears.

Deep inside that gorgeous head 
You’ve set your will on free 
And it seems so foolish that I be led 
To a world not made for me.

John Ignatius Constantine Ramirez

Everything Comes So Easy
Everything comes so easy for you 

And you really don’t have to try.
You take a blow, but you don’t fall,

You stand tall, no problem at all.
Everything comes so easy

I know you’re trying to please me.
Everything comes so easy for you,

Generousity is nothing new.
You hold out your hand —

It’s filled with gold;
Well, one of these days,

That hand will get cold.

Debbie Court
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At The Seashore
Waves lapping at my feet,

Reaching out — grasping
Filling my footsteps 

Covering the sand

The roar of the water 
Rupturing the silence

Making it impossible 
To feel alone —

— At the Seashore 

Bonnie Bullock
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An Evening With Frieda
The sun was setting by the time I arrived, the hall now very 

dark. A sheet of light swept the worn carpeted floor under the 
door of the apartment. I pressed the doorbell and a voice called, 
“Yes? Come in!”

I opened the door to a room of small size, but still quite 
remarkable. Books, books, books lay everywhere. All the wall 
space was covered by bookcases stuffed with books, crammed 
with books, filled and overflowing with books that motionlessly 
cascaded into small piles of books on the floor. The radiator was 
all but hidden by stacks of volumes and a huge, green hulk at the 
back half of the room provided the strangest sight of all. With 
great difficulty I recognized it as a baby grand piano swathed in 
army-green padding and piled with books reaching half way to 
the ceiling, all divided into layers by newspapers.

In the middle of this literary jungle sat a small (barely five- 
foot), old (at least seventy-five), grinning woman perched on a 
stool. Dressed in a once-fashionable purple dress that drooped a 
size too large for her body, her gray, wiry hair pulled back into a 
knot at the back of her head and her face a maze of wrinkles, the 
woman glowed as she said, “Frieda Fligelman’s my name and 
you must be the one that called this afternoon.”

“Yes,” I replied, having found a place on the floor to stand 
that wasn’t littered with books, still looking at the room in wonder.

“Sit down, sit down. You look tired,” she said, motioning to a 
mound of books distinguishable as a chair only because of the 
wooden arms and legs sticking out. I removed the books, put 
them I don’t know where and sat down.

“Now, you wanted to speak to me about the Jewish Church in 
Helena, is that correct?”

“Uh ... something like that, ” I stammered.
“Well, I’ve been thinking about that all day, since you called 

this morning, and one thing that has always left me wondering is 
what they did with the Ten Commandments.”

“The Ten Commandments?”
“Yes! Right above the door they used to have two stone 

tablets with the Ten Commandments inscribed in Hebrew in them. 
But when they turned the building over to the state, they took them 
down. I’ve been wondering just what they did with them and 
almost thought the mystery was solved when a friend said they 
were on the grounds of the Capitol. But they weren’t, you know. 
Those turned out to be in English and were erected by some 
fraternal organization.”

“Miss Fligelman, maybe you don’t understand. I’m writing a 
paper on the Jewish community in Helena, not on the church 
building, the synagogue. I know that at one time the community 
was large and has all but disappeared and was told that the



person to see was Freida Fligelman. But I did want to talk about 
the community.”

“Oh ... please excuse me. In that case you should be talking 
to my brother-in-law, Norman. He would know more than I would. 
But since you’re here, you’re welcomed to whatever knowledge I 
have. Of course, I can only speak from personal experience. My 
father was a Jewish merchant here in Helena. He wasn't bom here, 
but came to America, as did many Jews and other Europeans, in 
order to live in what he called ‘a new world.’ He owned 
McDonald’s Department Store, then named Rigelman’s.”

As she spoke, she left her stool and trod a path she had worn 
in the carpet which wound around the piano and in front of the 
laden bookcases on the walls. Throughout the evening her hands 
constantly gestured to pictures and, especially, picked up books.

“Of course the building wasn’t the same as it is now. There 
used to be an entirely different building, which was destroyed in 
the big fire. When my father rebuilt, he had a magnificent facade 
put on with statutes and plaques of the old Venitian trade unions. 
But when it was sold, the new owners covered up the front. I don't 
know why.”

“Yes ... I was wondering ...”
“But that’s the way it is with the entire city. Very little is the 

same, including the buildings. This Urban Removal has taken 
some very impressive ones. I have some photographs here 
somewhere.” She went over to her piano pile and looked at the 
layers of newspapers and books like a child counting tree rings. 
She lifted one layer and pulled out a packet of old black and 
white postcards that had been painted to look like color shots.

“Yes. Just look at these. This one is of the Grandon Hotel, 
which used to be just down the street. The doorman used to chase 
us children away, it was so fancy. And the old library. That was 
destroyed in the big earthquake. This one is looking up Last 
Chance Gulch. And look at those buildings. You know, I have 
nothing against the new architecture. It does fine ... for right now. 
But what kind of ruins will it make?”

“I really don’t know,” I said, laughing at her joke. “Ah . . . Miss 
Fligelman, did the economy of the city depend on the Jewish 
population to any great extent?”

“Well, much, much of the business district was run by Jewish 
merchants who all did quite well. They were all able to provide 
good educations for their children. One economy that I almost 
supported on my own was the ice-cream man’s. And ooo! was 
that ice cream goood. We didn’t have all the variety we do today, 
but what we did have was good. I almost fell in love with that man 
on hot summer days!”

“Uh ... right. Tell me what kinds of businesses they were in.”
‘Well, just about everything. Mr. Parchen had a very successful 

drugstore on the corner of Sixth and Main. And farther down the 
Gulch was the New York Dry Goods Store, which my father was



connected with in the beginning. There were a couple of Jewish 
tailors and quite a few doctors and lawyers. Yes, they did very 
well. Of course they were well-educated men and put great stock 
in learning. We went to public schools here in the city and went 
Saturdays to school in the basement of the synagogue, learning 
Hebrew. That’s where I first became interested in languages, which 
I feel, along with books are the absolute keys to life. Tell me, are 
you studying any languages?”

For some reason I felt like the only student in the room who 
didn’t know the quiz was today. “Well, yes. This is my second year 
of Spanish,” I said, thinking “hablo, hablas, habla ...”

“Oh good. That’s going to be a very important language in 
emerging countries. I was just translating an old Spanish text that 
perhaps you’d like to look at?”

To keep from being discovered as having a vocabulary 
limited to such phrases as “open the door, please,” I inquired 
about her education. It worked.

“Well, my main interest was, of course, languages. I have 
studied around thirty, but know only a few. Then I went to 
Columbia University, in New York. I combined my language 
interest with sociology. Sociolinguistics, I called it. Perhaps that 
was a mistake. When I did my disertation on the subject, the 
school rejected it, saying it wasn’t a regular course of study.”

“I wanted to be able to use my skill to build a fine library to 
house these,” she said, motioning around her apartment. “But that 
didn’t work out. It almost did.”

“I nearly interrupted her, but caught myself in time, realizing 
she didn’t notice me. She was staring at her books, pulling out 
one much-thumbed volume.

“In 1934 I wrote a major work on the place of the Negro and 
society, thinking that all of the Negroes would buy it as a wedding 
or graduation gift. I overlooked one small fact: they couldn’t 
afford the book. Then, in the 1960’s, when such a work would be in 
vogue, I tried to bring it out again, only to find someone else had 
control of the copyright and was making quite a sum ... on my 
book.”

Frieda had her book in her hands and silently ran them over 
the cover. She then looked at me, a bit defiantly, and said, “Which 
isn’t to say that I stopped at that defeat. I did have one success, 
you know, with my translation of Lope de Vega’s New World.
Would you like a copy? It’s a comedy. I’m sure you would enjoy it. 
Just give me a minute.” She went to the piano pile, lifted up a 
layer of books, reached into the organized mess and pulled out a 
slim volume.

“The main problem with paperbacks is the short life they have 
if you don’t handle them correctly. Maybe this will help.” She 
opened a door I hadn’t noticed, rustled in what I assume was her 
kitchen and emerged with a piece of wax paper. She sat and 
carefully folded the wax paper and lovingly enveloped the book



in her own dustcover.
“Of course I must inscribe it for you.” She sat in silence, eyes 

closed, a pondered look covering her face till a few moments 
later a look of satisfaction came. She began to write, speaking as 
she wrote, “All best wishes for your good will to the New New 
World. The Translator, Frieda Fligelman.” As she handed me the 
book she asked if she had wandered too much.

“No, I don’t think you wander at all, Frieda.” I looked at my 
watch and saw that I had to go. Frieda showed me to the door.

“Which way are you going home?”
‘Well,” I replied, “I’ll probably go down Lawrence.”
“Oh, you shouldn’t go that way. It isn’t at ail well-lighted and 

who knows what sort of people go there. You should go down 
Sixth. It’s very well-lighted, all the way to the post office.”

“I’ll do that, Miss Fligelman.”
“And when you get home, will you call me so I know you are 

all right?”
“Yes, I will. I'll call you right away.”
I walked home, completely unmolested, and when I arrived 

home went to the phonebook to find the number. Just as the 
phone rang the first time, she picked it up and, without missing a 
beat, breathed, “Good! Good! Good night, Frank.”

“Good night, Frieda.”
Frank Clinch
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Untitled
Lock away thy anger, child. Your ignorance stifles the potential 
within. I, too, was once young and vital. But innocence soon fades 
into conceit, frigid in growth. Reach for the torch within. Ignite an 
advent, the genisis. Sow fortune with grains of reality. The prophet 
has decreed thee to be a rebel against justice. Boldly thee are 
courageous and boldly thee will challenge initiating vengence. 
Awaken concern in thy world! Cynical truths demean genius. 
Awareness is the fragile commodity of confidence. Let nothing 
escape the bitterness of trial. In these sultry days be an adult of 
decision, free from the playground melodies.

Judith Focht





To The Puppeteer
You took away my peace —

I want it back!
I know it wasn’t made in heaven,

it was made on the front porch
and at the playground;

It was fredom and innocence:
No strings were attached, 
just inner security.

You gave me “maturity” — 
take it away!

I know that it isn’t made in heaven
it’s made in the world of business

and pettiness;
Maturity holds imprisonment and coercion:

Too many string are attached,
I no longer trust myself.

When you took away my peace
you made me see things differently:

You made me wonder if there is a heaven, 
playground or frontporch;

You made me think of freedom as lack of structure 
and innocence as naivete:

You made me into a puppet with strings attached
and you threw away my inner peace.

I want to be free
free to live!

I want to believe in a God in heaven
and to live on the front porch of the world;

I can never be completely free and innocent 
but I can cut the strings 
and regain my self trust.

Deb Nelson



Silent Reflection
The silence is deafening

Only minute things can be heard.
This peaceful night is for reflecting 

And giving thanks to God.
The soft summer sky is dark,

Decorated only by eternally burning stars.
Nature’s noises are songsters 

Singing in the quiet night.
God’s touching hand holds within it 

A wonderous painting wand;
Precise in His every move,

He is telling me,
“I will care for you.”

Debbie Court

Loss Of Innocence
Grey clouds being to cover 

the bright blue sky
As disillusionment

crowds the unexpecting thoughts 
of a child too young to understand;

Lightening, thunder and wind 
break the peace of his world;

The rain comes
falling almost silently against the window pane 

Like tears
rolling down the smooth face of the child 
already learning about pain.

Deb Nelson



Strings
Sally hung up the telephone and slumped down on the sofa. 

She had just spoken to Jim and he was on his way over. She 
folded her hands and rested her chin on her fingertips. What 
could he want? He had said that he had to see her, that it was 
important. But what could be so important, what did he have to 
say ... goodbye? Sally realized that her relationship with Jim had 
not been going well recently, and she knew that he felt 
threatened, but was this the end?

She rose to her feet and pushed her straight brown hair back 
behind her ears. She wore no shoes today and she looked 
forward to feeling the warmth of the sun and the soft grass on her 
bare toes. For a moment she debated sitting down at the piano 
and contemplated the consequences of not being prepared for 
her recital, but the sun’s rays shone through the window across the 
floor and beckoned her outside. She stepped out the door into 
the spring air.

Everyone considered Sally pretty, especially Jim, but she was 
a bit shy and self-conscious. Today she wore jeans and a red 
sweatshirt, just to do housework in. Sally was a slender girl, the 
wallflower that had blossomed into a rose, but until Jim came 
along, no one had noticed.

Her mind drifted back to the night they had met, to two high 
school seniors, wandering around at a dance after a basketball 
game. It had been a losing cause and Jim had become the 
scapegoat. Jim’s date had left with someone else. Sally recalled 
their conversation and the words floated like dreams across her 
mind.

“I thought you played well,” she had blurted out, then looked 
away, realizing she had said the worst possible thing.

“It’s whether you win or lose,” Jim replied calmly, “not how 
you play the game, at least in the eyes of the fans.”

I don’t see why they blame you, we haven’t won a game all 
year.” Jim laughed at her remark. He liked her untactful honesty. 
They talked more, they danced, and now Sally could remember 
every note that the band had played, but suddenly her dream was 
shattered by the buzz of a neighbor’s lawn mower, and her mind 
returned to the present. The lawn was green and soft as her toes 
had anticipated and the clouds floated far away in someone 
else’s sky. Sally strolled to the middle of the lawn, sat down on the 
ground and then toppled backwards and felt the warm sun on her 
face. The breeze made the elm leaves dance and gently lifted a 
few strands of hair from her forehead. A handful of birds of 
various shapes and sizes and colors chirped mercilessly, but 
thoughts of Jim would not leave her alone.

It had been so beautiful once. Once they could sit and talk 
for hours about Marxism or metaphysics, then talk for hours more
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about irrelevant things like toenails and tea. She recalled the time 
he fell into the pond while trying to pull a fish hook from a free. 
She laughed so hard, once long ago. It was different now. Now 
they seldom talked, and when they did they said nothing.

She closed her eyes and tried to silence her mind. She 
smelled the fresh smell of the recently mown lawn. She felt the 
knots in her stomach as she awaited Jim’s arrival. Her mind drifted 
and memories flowed like tears and soon Sally had lost all track 
of time.

“Hey, wake up!” The voice was familiar. Sally did not need to 
be awakened. She opened her eyes and saw Jim, kneeling on 
one knee beside her. He rested his elbow on the other knee and 
gazed off into the distance, waiting for her to speak. She 
managed a weak greeting and sat up. At last reality had caught 
up to her and her fears had been brought within inches of her.
Jim did not look at her, but kept staring at something in the 
distance, as if he were afraid of looking into her green eyes and 
changing his mind about what he was to say.

“So, how have you been?" he asked, still looking away.
“Okay I guess. I haven’t been too busy lately.” They both felt 

uncomfortable. “Have you ... found a job yet?”
“Yeah.” Jim paused for a moment, seemingly trying to avoid 

something. He fidgeted, acting very nervous. There was a wall 
between them and it tortured her. She boke it down by bringing 
up the subject herself.

“You said you wanted to talk about something, that it was 
important.” This time her honesty bothered Jim. He struggled for 
words. He rubbed the back of his neck and exhaled nervously. 
Sally persisted, “You came to say goodbye didn’t you?”

Her perceptiveness startled Jim. His eyes met hers for the first 
time and a chill shot up his spine. Reality washed over him and 
he felt terribly hollow, and for the first time, scared. He looked 
down then away again. Sally turned away also. But she was not at 
all overwhelmed by reality. In fact she felt a little confused. How 
could she be so calm? Why did she feel no pain? Why did she 
feel no anger? Should she not be hysterical by now?

“Jim, I don't understand. We’ve been together long enough. 
We’ve been through enough. What is it? What’s wrong?”

It took Jim a few minutes to speak. At last he found his heart 
and the words came out bluntly. “I just can’t handle it Sally. I'm 
not ready for this. I just can’t play my life around you.”

“You mean you need to be free.”
“Yeah ... I guess it’s something like that.”
“Free from what? Free to do what? Free from me?”
Jim stood and turned away. “I’m just not ready. I can’t be tied 

down.”
Sally stood up slowly. Neither spoke. Neither looked at the 

other. They stood only a few feet apart, yet no earthly distance 
could have separated them any further.



At last Sally spoke. “Where will you go?”
I’ve got a job in Portland. I’ll stay with my sister until I find a 

place of my own.”
“I see”
“Look Sally, it’s not that I don’t love you, I just...”
“You don’t want any strings.” She stopped and thought. Now she 

understood. And a firm conviction came over her, a conviction 
that it was over, that it was never really there. And she uttered the 
words that drove a stake in Jim’s heart. “No Jim. You never loved 
me. Not really. There’s no such thing as love without strings. Either 
I’m worth it to you or I’m not.”

Jim bit his upper lip. He pondered the words for a moment.
The hollowness burned in his stomach and he recalled so many 
words that he had spoken, so many hollow words.

Sally studied him silently. This was not the Jim she once knew 
and loved so deeply. Yet that very love presented her with a 
strange paradox. SHe wanted to hate him. She wanted to see him 
as some sort of despicable ogre, yet she could not. Didn’t he 
deserve her hatred? Yet she could not hate him. She pitied him, 
not for what he had done to her, but for what lay ahead for him.
He could run from her, but could he ever escape his past?

Jim turned and opened the door of his Plymouth. He got in 
quickly, his mind made up. He backed the car out on the street. 
Sally watched as the sedan became smaller and smaller until it 
disappeared around a corner. She stood motionless, as the 
moments passed. “I love you Jim,” she said softly, but there were 
no ears to hear her words.

The lump in her throat swelled with every step as she 
wandered to the house. She was silent as the tears rolled down 
her cheeks. She tried to be strong and to regain her composure.
She sat down at the piano, hoping to ignore the pain, but it was 
like burying her head in the sand. Her hands shook and the notes 
came out disjointed and garbled. In rage she tore at the music 
and threw it to the floor. Her chest felt as thought it would burst.
Her tears flowed as tears of anger and bewilderment. She stood 
violently, knocking over the piano stool and slumped down in the 
couch. She sobbed and sobbed until at last the tears would flow 
no more, then sat in silence, too empty to move, to weary to cry 
any more. The hours passed and her mind raced and wandered 
through broken confused memories and the sun set and rose 
again. At last she fell into a deep and restful sleep.

Sally turned off the radio. More than a year had passed since 
she had last seen Jim, but she still thought of him occasionally.
She thought of him now. She strolled across the kitchen to the 
stove and leaned up against it. Her mind drifted to memories of 
the good times. She caught herself smiling for a moment, then the 
reality of the passing of time wiped the smile away. She wondered 
how he was, if he liked his job, if he was seeing someone else,



someone else ... with no strings attached. Strings are for puppets 
he would say. Strings are for someone else to manipulate you by, 
to take away your freedom. But what’s the point of freedom, of 
running our own lives when we wind up running them into the 
ground? Don’t we all want strings? Better yet strong, thick ropes to 
anchor us in the storm.

She turned and took the bottle from the pan of water and 
checked the milk to be sure it was warm enough and strolled 
across the small apartment to the crib her father had built for his 
granddaughter.

“Time for dinner little girl.” She picked the baby up out of the 
crib and sat down with her on the sofa. The baby pushed the 
bottle away and started to pull on Sally’s long brown hair. “What 
do you think you’re doing?” She poked at the baby’s belly and the 
little girl squealed with delight. They both laughed and giggled for 
a long time until the youngster’s giggles turned to exhausted 
tears. Sally gently laid her in the crib and rocked her until she fell 
under the sandman’s peaceful spell. Sally watched her sleep for a 
few minutes until she too became sleepy. She stretched out on the 
sofa and clutched a pillow to her cheek and in a short time was 
lost in slumber.

Dan Sullivan
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